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Coming Events

PDK Airport Monthly Meeting -

This month's meeting will beWednesday, April 15, 7 p.m. at
Peachtree-Dekalb Airport (PDK). Turn from Clairmont onto Airport
Rd. Go to the last left turn before reaching the speed bumps. The
street will take you around the hanger and across the ramp. There is
parking just past the ramp. Go in the glass door. Take the stairs to
the left and go up to the second floor. The conference room is just
down the hall. DIRECTIONS:

https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/copy-of-monthly-meeting-map-and-dir
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Model Building Clinic and Q&A-

Saturday, April 25, 1 p.m.

Club Build-Session-

Saturday, May 2, 1 p.m.

http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
4125 GA-20, BUFORD, GA

Join IPMS Atlanta club
members for model

building and conversation
first and last Saturdays of

each month at
HobbyTown!

March 21, 2020

9 am - 4 pm

IAM Local

Union Hall

1032 S.
Marietta Pkwy
Marietta, GA

ORIGINAL DATE CANCELLED
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Thanks to all the club members for passing along pictures and comments for this month's newsletter.

updates on 2020 IPMS Nationals

See for

https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/annual-contest
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/copy-of-monthly-meeting-map-and-dir
https://www.ipms-atlanta.org/
http://www.ipmsusa.org
http://www.hobbytownduluth.com/
http://www.ipmsusa.org
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CALENDAR

PDK Meeting Notes

05/20/2020 Club Meeting held online.

1. Buz Pezold, Marietta Scale Modelers President, joined in online this month.

2. Nationals Award Category Sponsorship: Dave Lockhart confirmed the club will sponsor three
categories at $88 per category (will be refunded if show is cancelled):
- #80 - Pre Teen Miscellaneous
- #165 - Airline (1/72, 1/48, 1/32) in memory of Brian Mason
- #400 - Aircraft carrier 1/700

3. 2020 Dues: Reminder to all if you have not paid your dues for this year, please contact Art Murray
and make an arrangement to do so.

4. AtlantaCon Update:
- No 2020 date yet.
- If decision is to pass on 2020 and look at March 2021, we will need to confirm the date with the
Union Hall this month.
- Need to determine virus liability. How to handle. What is/is not covered by IPMS National
insurance.
- Any possibility of a "Virtual" contest using pictures and real trophies? Dave will do further research
on the topic.

5. CHOA Update: Jim Elmore confirmed no hospital build sessions for the foreseeable future. He did
indicate that as soon as possible, he will contact Philip at HobbyTown to obtain kits to forward to
the hospital for their use with the kids directly.

6. 2021 Annual Club (not AtlantaCon) Contest Theme: Model something in GREEN (feel free to
forward all questions/clarifications to Dave Lockhart as he was particularly thrilled with this theme
selection.)

Jun 17: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Online)

Jun 27: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jul 4: Fourth of July

(No Session)

Jul 11: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jul 15: Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Online)

Jul 25: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Aug 1: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Meeting and Build Session planning

will be discussed at the June online

monthly meeting to determine status at

that time.

Month
2020

July
August
September
October
November
December
2021

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)

July 10
August 14
September 11
October 16
November 13
December 11

email (Sunday)

July 12
August 16
September 13
October 18
November 15
December 13

Newsletter Publication Schedule

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to
weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.
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COMPLETED:

MiG-21, Bill Wofford

F-4, Brian Speer

MiG-17, Bill Johnston

B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown

F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)

A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

IN PROCESS:

F-100, Art Murray

Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Jose Morales Jr, Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton

UNASSIGNED:

A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html

Upcoming Build Sessions:

Due to COVID-19, no hospital build sessions can be planned at this time.

CHOA

Please consider building one of
these models. The museum
folks are always glad to receive
a new model for the museum
ceiling display.

Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta

at Egleston Hospital

http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
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For years I have sought the “easy” 1/72 build that I
could knock out between my 1/48 and 1/32 projects
just as a quick change of pace. Except for the
Revell Ho-229 that goal has been a curse ever since
Dick “Tricky Dick” Cowart suggested I build the PM
of Turkey 1/72 Ta-154 while sitting in my wife’s
hospital room watching over her 25 years ago. I put
a voodoo curse on Dick for that one. The Afterlife
will not be good to him, trust me. A few years ago I
built the Eduard 1/48 He-280. That was as easy a
build as I’ve ever made. Great kit! So when I saw
the Eduard 1/72 MiG-15 I thought I had finally come
within reach of my goal. WRONG!!! Horrible kit!
Nothing fit. A cannonball in the front will not make it sit.
The splitter is so grotesquely shaped as to make one
think it was distorted on purpose. I asked the Eduard
guys about the kit at the Chatt Nats. They admitted it
was the worst kit they had ever produced. They
withdrew it from production after a short run. I agreed it
was bad and told them I had unloaded the brother
MiG-15bis because the MIG-15 was so bad and I
assumed the bis was also bad.

Eduard: “Oh, no, Art! Because of the faults of the
MiG-15 kit we re-tooled the MiG-15bis. It’s a great kit. And BTW we hope you kept the MiG-15 kit unbuilt.”

Art: “Why?”

Eduard: “Because it is like a flawed coin that comes out of a government mint. In Europe, collectors are
paying a fortune for the kit because we discontinued it so quickly.”

AAAAARRRRRGGGGHHHHH!!!!!

Art Murray

On the "Virtual Table" - May and June Build Work ...

Eduard 1/72 MiG-15
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Joe Scavotto & Gale Brown

"Speed Demon" Land Speed Racer - WIP

Work in process update from Joe and Gale. To recap, Gale took a load of photographs from his visits to
the Salt Flats where he met and talked with the car owner/driver. Utilizing the photos, Gale spent time
learning and using 3-D software to create scale diagrams of the racer. Once those were in hand, Joe
began utilizing his tubular scratch-building mastery to work on the frame and interior parts. Gale set to
work handling the vacu-forming requirements to create the outer shell.

Pictures on this page and the next provide an update of where they currently stand with the build.
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Speed Demon Continued ...

Vacu-formed outer
body done in two
parts.

Material used for the
exterior was
.025 PET-G.

Scratch-built frame
and components for
the Speed Demon.
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Don Gustke

Yamaha 750cc Moto

Tamiya

1/12 scale
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USS HORNET - (WIP)

Here's my work in progress - a squadron of completely scratch-built F4F Wildcats in 1/700 for my USS
Hornet. (Question for Anthony: What size magnifying glass did you use to build those planes?!?)

Anthony Tow

KV-1 With Simplified Turret of 1941

Brand is Dragon. 1:35. Hull paint is Tamiya. Turret paint is Model Master. Weathering paint is flory.

(Note to Fernando: Pretty great result for a "$7 broken model in a bag of parts!")

Fernando Sanchez
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Since I plan to show this
model with Russian Su-30MK
"demo" markings, I decided to
give it a full load-out of
weapons.

(The kit is for an Su-30MKK
with Chinese markings, but I
chose to overlook the slight
external differences in the
versions to show the Russian
markings ... won't win me any
points with Russian rivet-
counters.)

Bill Easton

Su-30MKK

Trumpeter

1/72

work-in-process

Photo above is the cockpit with kit decals and

some scratch-building to add some interest.

The photo to right shows the exhaust on four of

the missiles after being drilled-out using Tamiya's

handy little battery-powered craft drill. Our leader

Dave Lockhart previously brought one of these

drills to a meeting to review. I have to admit, it

does simplify work like this.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...

Received from Fernando Sanchez

Finally! A book about plastic model builders

(or the results of some of our efforts ... )

Received from Michael Blackwood:

I came across a picture of our illustrious Club President early in his marriage.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS
by Jim Pernikoff

Kit Build is the name of a new series from Kagero of Poland, and #1 is on the

Grumman F-14 Tomcat. Most of the 64-page softcover consists of very extensive

kit builds of the Tamiya 1/48 F-14D and the Fine Molds 1/72 F-14A by two Polish

master modelers. Obviously these articles are very detailed, with large photos,

though each build concludes with a bunch of photos of the finished product. The

accompanying text is quite thorough and is in both Polish and English. In the back

are 7 pages of color side-views, with additional views of the aircraft included on the

free decal sheet, a low-viz F-14A of VF-111 in 1982. The decals include both 1/48

and 1/72 scales and are well-printed by Cartograf. Obviously this is a specialized

title, but if you plan to build a Tomcat in either scale, particularly the kits these guys

used, the book will be very useful. #2 will be completely different, on the Soviet T-34 tank, with the decal

sheet including 1/35, 1/48 and 1/72 scales!

Having reviewed the new Detail & Scale book on the F6F last month, I decided to go

ahead and acquire the other Grumman “cats” in the new print series. Of course, the

basic format is the same. #7 is on the F4F & FM Wildcat. Since there are many

more variants (including the never-delivered French G-36A and the British Martlets),

D&S has adopted the idea of showing a line side-view drawing for every variant

(including prototypes) highlighting the differences from prior variants. The detail-photo

section covers 25 pages, the colors & markings section is 9 pages and the model

reviews take 11 pages; recommended kits are Airfix (the new tool) in 1/72, the Tamiya

in 1/48 (though Hobby Boss makes kits of other variants) and Trumpeter in 1/32.

#2 is on the F9F Cougar. With fewer variants to cover, there was room for a nice 7-

page section wherein 5 pilots tell what the Cougar was like to fly. The detail-photo

section covers an extraordinary 41 pages (!) and the model review section 12 pages.

Surprisingly, the only F9F-6 kit was the old 1/82 Comet/Aurora/Addar kit! In 1/72 the

only real choice is Hasegawa (pretty old in its own right), while the Sword F9F-8P and

-8T suffer from atrocious fit. In 1/48 Kitty Hawk is the only game with kits that are

“overengineered” and have some problems but are quite workable. In 1/32 the only

kit was a multi-media kit from Fisher Model & Pattern, but their place was leveled by a

California wildfire, so its status is unknown! For a fairly well-known aircraft, the

relative lack of kits is disappointing, but the book will tell you how to work with all of them.

As long as we’re doing publications for modelers, the latest special from Kalmbach is

Armor Modeling from A to Z and is a hefty 116 pages. They’re not kidding with that

subtitle; the magazine has 24 articles from A for Abrams to Z for Zimmerit with only X and

Y skipped! Some articles are on specific vehicles (L for LVT, P for Patton, T for T-72),

some on vehicles of a nationality (F for French, I for Israeli) and some on techniques (D

for dirt, O for olive drab, R for resin, V for vignette). Some 20 modelers have written

these articles, including Cookie Sewell, Mike Fleckenstein, my old L.I. buddy Steve
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

Andreano and local hero Tony Zadro. There is huge variety here, and for an aircraft guy, I found this issue

very entertaining! And amazingly, there is zero advertising between the covers. I got mine by mail order;

maybe by the time you read this it will be available in stores.

After a month without anything from Osprey, this month there is a trio. #16 in Air

Campaign is Legion Condor 1936-39, a decidedly long “campaign”. Although the

entire conflict is covered as much as is needed, as is the opposing Republican side,

the emphasis is clearly on the Germans and how they utilized the war to develop

strategy and tactics that they would use in the bigger war to follow, particularly in

support of ground forces. Emphasis is placed on the battle of Brunete, near

Madrid, and operations in the Basque country, both in 1937, accompanied by the

usual excellent maps this series has become known for. There are also excellent

combat paintings, including one of a Ju 52 putting the Spanish battleship Jaime I

out of action for the duration of the war. There have been a lot of books in recent

years on the Spanish Civil War and the German involvement; this won’t replace any of them, but it is a

valuable addition.

When you think of the Pacific war in 1945, the Battle for Okinawa comes to mind, as

are the continuing B-29 raids that ended with the atomic bombs. But Campaign

#348, The Naval Siege of Japan 1945, describes events that haven’t been reported

on much in the past: raids on mainland Japanese targets by carrier-based aircraft,

and bombardments of coastal targets by U.S. and British battleships. As usual for

this series, there are chapters on the opposing leaders, forces and strategies for

offense and defense, orders of battle, and maps showing the locations of Japanese

defenses and the movements of Allied ships and bombardment targets. Tokyo and

the Inland Sea were both targeted, while Japan used Kamikazes in defense.

Combat paintings include a dramatic one of Helldivers attacking a Nakajima plant in

Tokyo. There is even some information about the proposed invasion of Japan that

ultimately never happened. There is a very good bibliography and index. If you read this book, you’ll

almost certainly learn something new.

New Vanguard #281, Tanks in the Battle of the Bulge, is an odd title for this

series because it doesn’t describe vehicles, instead emphasizing how they were

used. As such it might have seemed a more likely candidate for the Campaign

series or even the Duel series. Anyway, Steve Zaloga does his best to show the

subject matter, first identifying the tanks, doctrine and organization used on each

side and then analyzing how it all played out, with extensive use of comparative

tables. (It wasn’t all Shermans vs King Tigers as a certain 1965 movie might have

you believe!) One reviewer noted that this has all been told before, which is

correct, so this is one of the weaker titles in the series, but there is some good

artwork, including the dreaded Ersatz M10, one of the sneakier German inventions

of the war.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

Panther Tank from last year is listed as an Enthusiasts’ Manual from Haynes and

is their third such book on a panzer. It starts with the usual development history

and how the T-34 influenced the design. The variants are well described and

illustrated, including the never-built Ausf. F and related vehicles like the command

tank (Panzerbefehlswagen), recovery vehicle (Bergepanther) and tank destroyer

(Jagdpanther); the losing DB design and the Panther II are covered briefly. The

technical part has good color drawings showing the torsion-bar suspension and the

drivetrain and good color photos of the Ausf. G at the Tank Museum in the U.K.,

along with a two-page isometric cutaway. The chapter on the Panther’s service

history is fine, with some decent photos, but probably won’t add much to your

knowledge. There is an interesting piece, though, about the tank’s postwar service

in France! As usual with a Haynes manual, this is a good choice for anyone looking to fully detail a model of

its subject. (I have it on good authority that a manual on the Panzer IV is in the works, probably for next

year.)

The Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress, Vol. 1 is the latest in the continuing

Legends of Warfare series from Schiffer Books. The book covers the “shark

fin” variants, from the original 299 prototype thru the B-17D. As with David

Doyle’s other books in the series, it goes variant by variant, with an excellent

selection of photos, many I hadn’t seen before. And I had never known that the

only Y1B-17A, the first Fortress fitted with turbochargers, initially had them on

top of the nacelles, until it was determined that the familiar underneath placing

was superior. There are quite a few nice detail photos, good for modelers.

Highly recommended.

Pacific Adversaries, Vol. 2: Imperial Japanese Navy vs The Allies, New Guinea &

the Solomons 1942-1944, from Australia’s Avonmore Books, is the follow-on to

Vol. 1, which was reviewed here in January, and dealt with JAAF aircraft. Again,

this describes in detail 15 individual air combat episodes – more than just dogfights,

since bombers are involved in some of them – that the author chose because he

found reports on them from both sides. Not surprisingly, the two sides often

differed on the details, so the author analyzed them to come up with the most likely

scenario for each. Most usually involved Zeros against bombers like B-25s, but

there is even one where a Hudson shot down a Mavis flying boat, and another

where Claudes attacked a PBY. Again, there are excellent color drawings of the

aircraft involved in these incidents on both sides, and the photos and text are both

very fine. Another book useful to both historians and modelers. A third volume in this series is due out in

September.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued

One older book which was suggested to me is Shattered Sword, a 2005

softcover from Potomac Books which is now considered to be the definitive

history of the Battle of Midway. It was the subject of meticulous research, as

proven by 46 pages of notes and a 9-page bibliography. The authors contend

that Mitsuo Fuchida’s history of the battle, published in the late ‘40s, was full of

errors and possibly intentional lies, but was accepted as definitive because,

after all, he was there! The later histories by Lord and Prange were better but

still relied too much on Fuchida’s “research”. The authors conducted many

interviews, which fortunately were still possible in 2005, and disproved many

myths. For instance, although the Japanese fleet as a whole was much larger,

it did not really factor in the result; it really boiled down to 4 carriers vs 3, which

is not that much of a mismatch. Interesting maps show the location of all ships

during all the attacks on the carriers, defining the incoming attack forces, the

direction they came from and the ships’ defensive maneuvers to try and avoid damage. There are also

deck plans for each carrier showing where the bombs actually hit. (It’s amazing that Akagi was only

attacked by three Dauntlesses, and only one bomb actually hit; fortunately it was at an edge of the central

elevator, which ultimately caused enough damage to doom the ship.) One aspect not mentioned was the

gallant but doomed defense of the island by the USMC Buffalos; I don’t understand why that was skipped.

(Other attacks by island-based aircraft, including B-17s, B-26s and TBFs are described.) If you really want

to know what happened on June 4, 1942, you need this book!

Somewhat newer is the recent bestseller Spearhead by Adam Makos, now available in

paperback from Ballantine Books. Makos has made quite a name for himself with

excellent military nonfiction books like A Higher Call and Devotion that read like fiction

and are very enjoyable. The book is about Clarence Smoyer, a tank gunner who was

involved in one of the better known tank duels of WW II, where at the gunner’s position

of an M26 Pershing, he killed a Panther on the streets of Cologne, an event captured

on film by a conveniently located Army cameraman. Of course, the book covers much

more than that, but it is a good read, punctuated by good photos. If you didn’t buy the

original hardcover edition, now you have another chance to buy an excellent book.

An oldie but goodie is a book I recently discovered via Facebook. Fightertown,

U.S.A., A Tribute to NAS Miramar, was published in 1997 by the NAS as it was about

to be turned over to the USMC. This is a large format book which is primarily a photo

record of the base, but also shows its squadrons at sea, and has a number of good

anecdotal stories as well. The photos are glorious and support the book’s somewhat

high price. Yes, there is a chapter on the movie Top Gun. Any aficionado of naval

aviation would like this book.

Separately in this newsletter you’ll find a list of selected new Haynes manuals

planned for release in the second half of the year, though of course the current crisis may render the listed

dates somewhat suspect. Again, the list is not that long, but there are some interesting titles.
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Haynes Enthusiast Manuals 2020 – Second Half
List from Jim Pernikoff

All are identified as “Owner’s Workshop Manuals” except as noted. Dates are subject to change:

Royal Navy Motor Gun Boat 1943-45 (July)

Formula E (July) (Enthusiasts’ Manual)

Mayflower 1620 (August) (Operations Manual)

NASA Saturn 1/1B Launch Vehicle (August) (Possibly delayed to 2/21)

British Infantryman 1939-45 (September) (Operations Manual)

Peugeot 205 T16 Rally Car (September) (Enthusiasts’ Manual)

Back to the Future DeLorean Time Machine (October)

Ford Model T (October)

Scorpion CVRT (October) (Enthusiasts’ Manual)

NASA Lost Missions 1965-2030 (November) (Operations Manual)

McDonnell Douglas DC-10 (November)

English Electric/BAC Lightning (December)

Handley Page Victor (December)

(No update on previously announced Fokker Dr.I title)
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Applications should be printed and mailed to: IPMS/USA, PO Box 1411, Riverview, FL 33568-1411

To get this application in online "editible" form, go to

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

Enter your information, print out the form and mail.

http://www.ipmsusa3.org/uploads/ipms_application_form_2019.pdf

